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A MESSAGE FROM OUR

CHIEF EXECUTIVE,

SARA BAADE
2017 was another very productive year for us. We have seen
an increase of enquiries in all areas in 2017, apart from housing
and education, compared to 2016.
Our overall stats are, however, 2% down compared to 2016,
due to the 30% decrease in housing enquiries. We believe the
main reason for this is the improvement in the maintenance
contract in the last year. While we are delighted that housing
stats are improving, we are a little concerned that some
of the perceived improvements may be due to ‘complaint
fatigue’ amongst our families. We will continue to encourage
them to raise their concerns in 2018, and will maintain our
close working relationship with DIO and CarillionAmey (CA),
monitoring the delivery of the contract, and making sure the
improvement continues.
Foreign & Commonwealth (F&C) is the area that has seen the most significant increase in enquiries in the last year,
with a 33% increase overall, jumping to 43% in the areas of visas and immigration advice. We are concerned about this,
especially as we have more and more F&C soldiers joining the Army. We are working closely with command to ensure
better information is provided to this cohort at a much earlier stage, to better support them and their families.

WORLDWIDE ISSUES
2,844

Housing

4,059
2,125

Foreign & Commonwealth

1,598
1,195
996

Family life

710
647

Health & Additional needs

650
646

Money

Employment

Relationship breakdown

2017
2016

751
763

Education & Childcare

351
304
271
216

Transition

160
110

Training & Deployment

140
50

2017
2016

9,197 TOTAL ENQUIRIES
IN 2017

This report outlines, statistically, all the enquiries we received in 2017. It breaks down the different areas to show the scale of our families’ concerns and how they compare to 2016.
It will be used, together with our survey results and social media engagement, as evidence to support proposals for change to a range of key stakeholders including the MOD,
politicians and civil servants, and will give a representative picture of the concerns Army families were faced with in 2017.
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HOUSING
We received a total of 2,844 enquiries about housing, down 30% on 2016.

“

To many [families]
DIO does not have
a track record which
engenders trust and
faith, not least due
to the ill-conceived
plan to sell off (at
bargain rates) the
estate and then rent
it back, and also the
perverse incentives
in maintenance
contracts.
AFF SUCCESS
1.

CARILLIONAMEY
AFF welcomes the decrease in enquiries around repairs
and maintenance, move-in/move-out and allocation and
entitlement (from 3,330 to 2,180), which demonstrates
that CA appear to be operating much more within their
key performance indicators. It is clear that there are fewer
complaints about CA from families, which mirrors the
improvement we have seen in the CA contract. However,
we are still seeing a number of complex issues resulting
from the need for multi-trades, or for extra funding from
DIO, that are taking longer than they should to resolve.
AFF continues to work with both DIO and CA on all issues
raised by our families.

2.

3.

DIO Combined Accommodation
Assessment Scheme (CAAS)
Team agreed to postpone
service charge increases,
where band jumped more
than two places, until properly
investigated
Raised awareness of the FAM outside
the MOD, which resulted in a number of press
articles, commissioning of a report by Centre for
Social Justice and several debates in Parliament
Braintree, Colchester and Maldon district councils
agreeing to consider divorced spouses as part of
the Armed Forces, allowing them to be exempt from
the rules for local connection when accessing social
housing.
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MAIN ISSUES
Repairs/Maintenance (44%)
Allocation/Entitlement (20%)
Move-in/Move-out (13%)
Local environment (12%)
Private/Social housing(5%)
Fuel/Lighting/Utilities (4%)
SSFA (2%)
Signpost to (<1%)
Bulk hirings (<1%)

AFF PRIORITIES FOR 2018
1.
2.
3.

FUTURE ACCOMMODATION
MODEL (FAM)

Influencing FAM pilot specifications
Working with the CAAS team to refine and improve
the CAAS banding system in the UK and overseas
Influencing the development of the next
maintenance contract.

Midway through the year, we introduced a FAM
category to our database, and have received
307 enquiries that cover concerns about FAM.
Families continue to tell us that they feel FAM
is a ‘done deal’ and that the MOD is charging
ahead with implementation without addressing
their concerns. AFF continues to sit on the
Army FAM board, and we meet regularly with
the MOD to discuss families’ concerns around
consultation and implementation of this policy.
2018 will see the decision of the pilot sites,
and AFF will be working hard to consult our
families to ensure that their voice is heard.

Cat Calder | 07789 551 158 | housing@aff.org.uk
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FOREIGN &
COMMONWEALTH
We have received 2,125 enquiries this year, up 33% on 2016.

“

On behalf of my
wife, I would like
to convey our
gratitude and
thanks to you and
your team for the
support, assistance
and advice that you
have extended to
us regarding this
matter.

VISA EXTENSIONS
This year we received 944 enquires, up 31% on 2016. This
increase is largely due to the fact that many of the F&C
families that were not eligible for Indefinite Leave to Remain
(ILR) in 2013 are coming to the end of their four-year visa,
and need to either renew it, or apply for ILR under the new
rules. We should see a decrease in these enquiries, as
the last visas issued under this route were due to expire
around January/February 2018. Unfortunately, a lot of
these spouses are now overstayers, as they didn’t apply
to extend in time, so these enquiries will generate many
further enquiries because of their complexity.
We also still receive a lot of enquiries about extensions
under the new immigration rules. Up until this point, there
has been no specific online immigration form for Armed

Forces (AF). Spouses entering the UK to join a soldier are
therefore granted leave for two and a half years under
civilian rules instead of five years under AF rules. They then
have to request a free extension through AFF.

DID YOU KNOW
We helped 24 F&C
spouses who were victims
of Domestic Abuse thanks
to a generous grant by the
Armed Forces Covenant
(AFC) team. This year the
Lloyd’s Patriotic Fund are
sponsoring this project.
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MAIN ISSUES
Visa extensions/settlement (44%)
Visas to enter the UK (23%)
Citizenship/Life in the UK test (17%)
Money (4%)
Education/Benefits/Work (4%)
Signpost to (3%)
Divorce/Estrangement (3%)
Overseas postings (2%)

VISAS TO ENTER UK
We received 484 enquiries under this category – a 45%
increase since last year. We believe this is largely due
to the increase in the numbers of F&C new recruits. This
sudden increase resulted in ill-informed recruits who
lacked understanding of the visa process, the costs and
the effect of the process on their family.

If the Army are to open up recruiting again to
F&C nations, then they must bear in mind the
lessons learnt from the last recruiting
period, which demonstrated that many
of these recruits were not informed
about the immigration process, and
the implications for their families and
finances. Recruiting should not go
ahead without implementing a robust
information programme to ensure that
these recruits fully understand exactly
what they are signing up for.

AFF

VIEW

MONEY

AFF PRIORITIES FOR 2018

We recently added a new subheading to better capture
the financial concerns of our F&C families. So far, we have
received 93 enquiries, which relate to those spouses and
children entering the UK who have to pay for the health
surcharge upfront, and then request it back because there
is no provision on the online application form to waive this
requirement for Armed Forces families. The refund process
is long and time-consuming.

1.

2.
3.

To ensure that any new F&C recruits receive the
necessary information to help them make informed
choices
To explore options that will help families save for the
costs of visas
To successfully get the Minimum Income Threshold
accepted as a Covenant disadvantage.

AFF SUCCESS
After many years of campaigning,
it has been agreed to provide an
online form, which we hope will be
launched in March

Katherine Houlston/Jessica Harriman | fcsupport@aff.org.uk
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EDUCATION & CHILDCARE
We received 751 enquiries – down 2% on 2016.

MAIN ISSUES
Admissions / Appeals (23%)
UK education system (18%)
Schooling overseas (16%)
Childcare (16%)
Boarding schools (10%)
Service Pupil Premium (7%)
Pre-school education (7%)
Signpost to (3%)

SCHOOLING OVERSEAS

CHILDCARE

We have seen a 76% increase in enquiries from families
regarding schooling overseas (68 to 120). Families have
expressed concern over the closure of the JETS academy
in Cyprus, which allowed pupils to undertake vocational
qualifications rather than A levels. Other issues involved
families being posted before their children could finish
critical stages of their education, and the lack of choice in
schools overseas.

We have seen a small increase in the number of childcare
enquires from 107 to 117, due to the introduction of the 30
hours’ childcare scheme, and the changes with Sodexo. In
particular, families are concerned about the implementation
of this scheme overseas, as many childcare settings do not
have the resources or capacity to offer 30 hours. Families
have also contacted us about the affordability of childcare
in some areas.

“

AFF SUCCESS
1.

My soldier will be deployed for
2.

over six months, covering the
majority of the school holidays,

Successfully raising the priority
of Service children’s issues
with the AFC team
Empowering future teachers
at Warwick University with
knowledge about Service
children.

which will mean having to use
holiday clubs in order to work,

AFF PRIORITIES FOR 2018

costing me £6,500. This leaves

1.

me with very little. Is there any

2.

support available to me in the

3.

Revising the Schools Admission Code to allow for
soldiers moving without a posting order
Ensure that education is a key consideration for the
FAM team
Ensure clarity of childcare and education overseas.

way of subsidised childcare?

Jilly Carrell | 07527 492 869 | ec@aff.org.uk
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EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING
We received a total of 351 enquiries – up 15% on last year.

MAIN ISSUES
Access to training/adult education (37%)
Barriers to employment/Discrimination (31%)
Job-seeking/Employment (UK) (21%)
Job-seeking/Employment (overseas) (8%)
Signpost to (3%)

AFF SUCCESS
CEA rule: We received clarification that the 90-day policy is actually guidance to Commanding Officers
to help determine accompanied status, and is not meant to hamper spousal employment. In cases
where the Service person has consulted with the unit, informing them of the spouse/civil partner’s
work commitments that take them away for short periods from the family home, their accompanied
status should remain unaffected, as long as they are routinely returning to what can be reasonably
considered the family home.
Where the SP thinks that their spouse/civil partner’s absence is likely to exceed the 90 days they should ideally advise their
Unit HR accordingly. The 90 days’ absence should not be regarded as an “allowance” but rather as a degree of flexibility to
accompanied status. The key is whether the absence is reasonable.

CAREER SUPPORT
Recent data from FAMCAS responses shows that 72% of
our spouses aged 16-59 are employed. When compared to
national data provided by the Office of National Statistics, 74%
of women and 95% of men are employed. We are concerned
that the MOD believes this demonstrates that there is no
problem with partner employment. Yet spouses continue to
tell us that they struggle to find employment due to the nature
of Service life. We have commissioned Warwick University to
undertake research that will identify the barriers for spouses,
and what interventions have worked, or would work, to help
make gaining employment and remaining employed, easier.
We also believe that there is a big difference between having
a job and having a career. AFF will deliver our findings in May
2018. To receive a copy of this report, please email
etam@aff.org.uk.

Laura Lewin | 07799 045 955 | etam@aff.org.uk
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HEALTH &
ADDITIONAL NEEDS
This year we have seen an increase in additional needs education enquiries from 88 to 125 – up 42% on 2016. Families are
increasingly concerned about the disparity in local support around Special Education Needs and Disability (SEND).

“

My son has an EHCP
and within six weeks
of moving it was
reviewed and things
have been removed
such as his sensory
support and funding
swimming lessons.

MAIN ISSUES
ADDITIONAL NEEDS
Housing (37%)
Education (32%)
General/other (17%)
Signpost to (13%)
Bereavement (1%)
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MAIN ISSUES
HEALTH
NHS provision and waiting lists (28%)
Overseas dental/medical (26%)
Mental health (family) (20%)
NHS dentist/doctor (10%)
WIS (8%)
Military medical provision (4%)
Signpost to (4%)

NHS DENTISTS/DOCTORS

AFF SUCCESS

The number of enquiries from families who are having
difficulties accessing NHS dental provision and emergency
dental treatment has increased (22 to 30). Families tell us
they rarely have the choice on where they move to, so
often experience a varying degree of healthcare provision;
and when families move to an area where there is a waiting
list for NHS dental provision, they often go to the bottom
of the list.

1.

2.

AFF has secured research
into military spouses’ perinatal
mental health by co-sponsoring
a PhD student with KCMHR.
As a result of our supportability
overseas brief to the MOD, a supportability working
group has been set up to investigate the problem. AFF
will be represented in this group.

MENTAL HEALTH (FAMILY)

AFF PRIORITIES FOR 2018

AFF is undertaking a review of how we deal with enquiries
regarding families’ mental health, after receiving 50%
more enquiries in this category. We have started by asking
our staff to capture issues around the wellbeing of our
families, and so far, we’ve received 278 related enquiries
since June 2017.

1.
2.
3.

Ensuring good supportability overseas
Monitoring issues around NHS dentists
Determining our approach to understanding and
dealing with families’ mental health conditions and
related issues.

DID YOU KNOW
AFF has been awarded funding by ABF The Soldiers’
Charity to help us deliver more tailored support to families
with additional needs. We will be setting up four families’
events in the UK: Windsor, Aldergrove in Northern Ireland,
Catterick and Colchester.

Karen Ross | 07552 861 983 | additionalneeds@aff.org.uk
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MONEY
We received 650 enquiries this year, up 1% on 2016.

“

Because of the fact
that we are unable
to sell our SFA
upon purchasing a
new house, we are
now not only liable
for the standard
£6.5k stamp duty,
but an additional
£9.5k on top of
that!

SCOTTISH TAX
The Scottish Government’s proposal to raise taxes for those
earning over £33,000 will directly impact 14,000 soldiers
posted in Scotland. Families have contacted us to express
their unhappiness about the unfairness of paying more tax
than others posted elsewhere.

We acknowledge this is a decision made by the Scottish
Government, not the MOD. However, we have families
who find themselves posted to Scotland, with no
compensation for having to pay more tax. Families
posted elsewhere, particularly overseas, are
compensated if they find themselves worse
off as a result of their posting, through
allowances such as the Local Overseas
Allowance.

AFF

VIEW

If our families are to be forced to pay these
higher taxes, then we also ask that they be
entitled to free higher education, which they
cannot claim at present, if they’re living in SFA.
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MAIN ISSUES
Military allowances (49%)
Debt/credit problems (17%)
Pay (13%)
State benefits (11%)
Travel allowances/warrants (6%)
Pensions (2%)
Signpost to (2%)

STAMP DUTY LAND TAX (SDLT)
A number of families have contacted us regarding the
new rules concerning SDLT. The higher rate of SDLT is
charged on purchases of all residential properties that
are in addition to a family or individual’s main residence,
including holiday homes and buy-to-let properties.
At the end of the property transaction, there are a series of
tests to determine if the purchaser is subject to the higher
rates. The decision is based on whether they own one
or more properties at the end of the day of transaction.
HMRC has determined that SFA is designated as the
main residence, which means families selling one
property to buy another are subject to the higher
level of stamp duty, because they are not selling
their main residence.

AFF believes that this rule is grossly unfair, especially
as professional landlords can switch around
their main residence to avoid paying the
tax. We are in discussions with the MOD
and HMRC to see if there is a way
around this ruling.

AFF

VIEW

DEBT/CREDIT

AFF PRIORITIES FOR 2018

Families are still experiencing problems accessing financial
services from overseas, with mortgages a particular issue.
Despite a greater awareness by banks of the BFPO system,
families are still being rejected for mortgages when
applying with BFPO addresses. It is often a frontline or
technical issue rather than a policy, and we continue to talk
to these financial organisations when problems arise.

1.

2.

Continue to lobby the MOD and the Scottish
Government about the disadvantage Army families
posted to Scotland are faced with, due to the higher
Scottish income tax
Engage with the Treasury and MOD about the new
Stamp Duty rules.

Laura Lewin | 07799 045 955 | etam@aff.org.uk
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TRANSITION
We received 160 enquiries this year directly related to transition – up 45% on 2016.

MAIN ISSUES
Housing (34%)
Other (23%)
Employment (19%)
Money (16%)
Health (4%)
Education (4%)

ON PROJECT

AFF continues to work with the other Families
Federations on its Families’ Transition project, sponsored
by the Forces in Mind Trust, to assess what support is
available and required for families in transition. We will be
reporting on our findings at the end of 2018.

“

I wish I had started
planning for this
earlier.

Kate McCullough | 07967 833 630 | transition@aff.org.uk
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FAMILY LIFE
We received 1,195 enquiries, up 20% on 2016.

MAIN ISSUES
Services, facilities & infrastructure (33%)
Postings (24%)
Security (15%)
Welfare support (14%)
Intimidation/Harassment (5%)
Armed Forces Covenant/Morale (5%)
Signpost to (4%)

POSTINGS

DID YOU KNOW

We’ve seen a 94% increase in enquiries compared to last
year (151 to 293). More families are approaching us about
information on postings they are considering, or have just
received. For some families, the most important information
they need is how well they can be supported overseas.

AFF has received funding from LIBOR to explore better
ways of providing information for our families.

AFF Central Office | 01264 382 326 | us@aff.org.uk
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RELATIONSHIP
BREAKDOWN
We received 271 enquiries this year – up 25% on 2016. Enquiries are generally around ‘next step’ questions and in particular,
access to housing after the 93 days’ finishes for SFA.

MAIN ISSUES
Housing issues (49%)
Money (19%)
Changing marital status (9%)
Domestic abuse (9%)
Signpost to (8%)
Custody (6%)

AFF SUCCESS
AFF is pleased that after many years of campaigning, the
Government has agreed to consult over statutory guidance
directing local authorities to include divorced spouses in
the local connection exemption offered to soldiers leaving
the Army.

“

I do not feel I have been
supported at all by the Army
during my marital breakdown.
All welfare contact has so far
been through my husband. I
have sacrificed a lot to be with
my husband for 12 years and
I feel the Army system should
recognise that and support me.

AFF Central Office | 01264 382 326 | us@aff.org.uk
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TRAINING &
DEPLOYMENT
We received 140 enquiries – up 180% on 2016. The increase in enquiries is largely related to Paderborn in Germany, with
the news that a squadron would be deployed on Op Shader raising concerns that families would be expected to move back
to the UK on their own.
We also had a number of complaints about the removal of the e-bluey system, and about issues with using the new iMail
arrangement, but we believe that these have now been resolved.

MAIN ISSUES
Impact on family (56%)
Welfare suport (27%)
Leave/POTL/R&R (9%)
Signpost to (4%)
Injured soldiers (4%)

AFF Central Office | 01264 382 326 | us@aff.org.uk
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SURVEYS
For details and briefing papers, please go to www.aff.org.uk and search ‘research papers’.
Army Life in Scotland – 329 responses
Impact of New ‘Landlord Tax’ – 61 responses
Families Transition Survey – results in 2018
The Offer Survey – 1,295 – results out early 2018

OVERSEAS VOTING
241 people took this survey in response to the snap
General Election in May 2017. 94% of our respondents
were signed up to vote, but only 64% of them voted. 70%
said they would prefer to cast their vote by post rather
than proxy, but due to the short notice of this election,
many were unable to.

Whilst AFF welcomes the work of the Electoral
Commission and the MOD to encourage and improve
Service voting, AFF does not believe their advice to use
proxy vote meets the needs of Army families.

AFF

VIEW

AFF would like the Electoral Commission
to consider possible voting alternatives
for Service personnel and their families
posted overseas, to ensure maximum
participation from these families.

ATTITUDES TO HIGHER
EDUCATION
303 people responded to a survey asking about
attitudes towards higher education. This was prompted
by the findings of the University of Winchester, which
found only six out of ten eligible Service children go on
to higher or further education. Our survey shows that
university is the top choice for Army families for their
children. Therefore, more research needs to be done
to find out what other life choices these children are
making, instead of going to university.
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MEETINGS
MOD
11 Bde - UWO’s welfare conference
11Bde, 1 ARTY Bde and London District welfare meetings
at Bde Level.
Army Director of Personnel
Army FAM Working Group
Army Pers Cap - PersSvcs Policy
BFBS
BFG Executive School Governance Committee (ESGC)
BFG Health Owners’ Board
Brigade of Gurkhas Welfare Forum
Brigade Welfare meetings
CAAS CI Working group
Career Transition Partnership (CTP)
Chief Defence People
Civil Service Fast Track MOD course
Command BATUS
Commander BFC
Commander BFG
Commander Field Army
Commanding Officers Designate Course
Covenant Military Partnership Boards (across UK)
Defence Attaché Foundation Course
Deputy Chief of General Staff
Directorate of Children and Young People (DCYP)
DPHC (Defence Primary Health Care) NI
DPHC 1* Healthcare Delivery and Strategy board
Executive School Governance Committee BFG
FDIS meeting
HIVE
Joint Forces Command
LOA review team
Meeting with DIO and CA RMs and Managers/directors
MHLO forum
MOD children and young people board
MOD Covenant Team Families Federations Meeting
MOD FAM Team
MOD Main Building – covenant fund workshop
MOD Transition Policy Team
NHP stocktake meeting
NW Armed Forces Covenant Conference
RDA at Brigade level
SFA communications group
TESRR
The Armed Forces Pay Review Body (AFPRB) Defence
Select Committee
CHARITIES
Army Dependants’ Trust
Cobseo F&C Cluster
Forces in Mind Trust
National Institute Health research
Naval Families Federation
NSPCC
RAF Families Federation
SSAFA Forces Additional Needs and Disability Forum
The Children’s Society

The Royal British Legion
TRBL Civvy Street
GOVERNMENT/LOCAL AUTHORITIES/MPS
Department for Education (DfE)
Anne-Marie Trevelyan MP
Department of Health (DH)
Hampshire County Council
Hampshire Covenant Fund Workshops
Health Education England (HEE)
Home Office Armed Forces Immigration Policy team
Home Office Armed Forces team
Jo Churchill MP
Leo Docherty MP
Local Authority Armed Forces Forums
Local Authority Covenant Conferences
Martin Docherty MP
NHS England
Public Health England
Rachel Maskell MP
Ruth Smeeth MP
Sir Gerald Howarth MP
Sir Julian Brazier MP
Sir Julian Lewis MP
Wiltshire Public Service Board
DEVOLVED ADMINISTRATIONS
All Wales Armed Forces Covenant Conference
Armed Forces Expert Group-Welsh Govt.
Armed Forces Health Liaison Forum NI
NI Service Children Education Forum (NISCEF)
Scottish Armed Forces Covenant Conference
Scottish Parliament Cross-Party Group on the Armed
Forces and Veterans Community
Wales Education Conference
Wales X Party Parliamentary Group meeting for the Armed
Forces.
Wales-Cross Party Group on the Armed Forces and
Cadets
Welsh Assembly
Welsh Govt. Family Federation meeting
OTHER
Kings Centre for Military Health Research
LGA conference
Manpower
Meeting with Red Rose housing trust
MOD Partner Employment Stakeholder Workshop
North East Hants Domestic Abuse Forum
Recruit for Spouses
Royal Caledonian Education Trust (RCET) Service
Children’s Education Conference
Service Children in State Schools (SCISS) Conference
Service children’s Progression Alliance (SCiP) board
The Children Commissioner
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ONLINE PRESENCE
AFF
Website unique views: 226,274

Total Facebook
post reach for 2016
Facebook followers: 6,734
(up 14% on 2016)

697,642

Twitter followers: 8,137
(up 13% on 2016)

Instagram followers: 759
(up 37% on 2016)

Total Facebook
post reach for 2017

e-news

@

957,802

E-news subscribers: 3,449
(up 3% on 2016)

MOST POPULAR
FACEBOOK POSTS
AFF in Action – New CAAS letter
18,566 (July)

MOD Flexible Working Survey
15,034 (July)

NI Credits info
15,819 (Dec)

aff.org.uk
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ONLINE PRESENCE
ARMY&YOU

Web page views up 6%
Most clicked articles:
1. Poppy Pods review
2. Tidworth new build article
3. Renting guide for landlords

515 more likes on Facebook - up 23%
(2,216 - 2,731)

Almost 1,000 new Twitter followers (983)
- also up 23% (4,200 - 5,183)

84% increase in Instagram followers
(538 - 992)

Did you know? Families can opt-in to receive Army&You
magazine direct to their door if they live in their own
home or private rental.
Please encourage families in your units/regiments/
brigades to subscribe for FREE via armyandyou.co.uk
Army&You is the only magazine of its kind. With essential
information, news, features and exclusive real-life stories
from Army families. It’s for everyone with a soldier in their
life.
Many thanks for your support.

armyandyou.co.uk

Total distribution

163,244
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CONTACTS
CENTRAL OFFICE

OVERSEAS BRANCH

Chief Executive
chiefexec@aff.org.uk
Finance & Operations Director
finance@aff.org.uk
Business Support Manager
manager@aff.org.uk
Central Office Administrator
UK & Overseas
us@aff.org.uk
Central Office Administrator
adminuk@aff.org.uk

UK & Overseas Director
ukoverseasdirector@aff.org.uk
Regional Manager Overseas
rmoverseas@aff.org.uk
Kenya Co-ordinator
kenya@aff.org.uk
Canada Co-ordinator
canada@aff.org.uk
EJSU Co-ordinator
ejsu@aff.org.uk
Brunei Co-ordinator
brunei@aff.org.uk
Regional Manager Cyprus
rmcyprus@aff.org.uk
WSBA Co-ordinator
wsba@aff.org.uk
ESBA Co-ordinator
esba@aff.org.uk
Regional Manager Germany
rmgermany@aff.org.uk
Gutersloh Co-ordinator
gutersloh@aff.org.uk
Paderborn Co-ordinator
paderborn@aff.org.uk

UK BRANCH
UK & Overseas Director
ukoverseasdirector@aff.org.uk
Regional Manager North
rmnorth@aff.org.uk
Regional Manager Central
rmcentral@aff.org.uk
Regional Manager South
regmgrsouth@aff.org.uk
Wales Co-ordinator
wales@aff.org.uk
Scotland Co-ordinator
scotland@aff.org.uk
Northern Ireland Co-ordinator
ni@aff.org.uk
Hampshire Co-ordinator
hampshire@aff.org.uk
South West Co-ordinator
southwest@aff.org.uk
East Anglia Co-ordinator
eastanglia@aff.org.uk
London Co-ordinator
london@aff.org.uk
Wiltshire Co-ordinator
wiltshire@aff.org.uk
South East Co-ordinator
southeast@aff.org.uk
East Midlands Co-ordinator
eastmids@aff.org.uk
Oxfordshire/M4 Corridor
Co-ordinator
oxfordshirem4@aff.org.uk
North East Co-ordinator
northeast@aff.org.uk
North West Co-ordinator
northwest@aff.org.uk
West Midlands Co-ordinator
westmids@aff.org.uk

COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING
BRANCH
Communications & Marketing
Director
commsmarketingdirector@aff.org.uk
Communications & Marketing
Manager
commsmarketingmanager@aff.org.uk
Comms Administrator
commsadmin@aff.org.uk
Head of Online
website@aff.org.uk
Social Media Assistant
socialmedia@aff.org.uk
Communications & Marketing
Editor
cmeditor@aff.org.uk
A&Y Editor
editor@aff.org.uk
A&Y Deputy Editor
deped@aff.org.uk

POLICY & RESEARCH BRANCH
Policy & Research Director
policyresearchdirector@aff.org.uk
Evidence Branch Administrator
us@aff.org.uk
Researcher
researcher@aff.org.uk
Housing Specialist
housing@aff.org.uk
Education & Childcare Specialist
ec@aff.org.uk
Health & Additional Needs
Specialist
additionalneeds@aff.org.uk
Employment, Training,
Allowances &
Money Specialist
etam@aff.org.uk
Foreign & Commonwealth
Specialist
fcsupport@aff.org.uk
Foreign & Commonwealth
Assistant
fcsupport@aff.org.uk
Transition Liaison
transition@aff.org.uk

Author: Louise Simpson
policyresearchdirector@aff.org.uk

Have you found t his publicat ion
useful? For det ails of our ot her
publicat ions, please visit
aff.org.uk/about-aff/researchpapers

Army Families Federation is a charitable incorporated
organisation registered in England and Wales with
registered charity number 1176393 and a charity registered
in Scotland with registered charity number SC048282
having its principal office at IDL 414, Floor 1, Zone 6,
Ramillies Building, Marlborough Lines, Monxton Road,
Andover SP11 8HJ
T: 01264 382326
E: us@aff.org.uk
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